Super Bonus 2: Board Games
Time to play some board games! Before we start, we need to figure out who goes first.

For each set of rules, identify the board game which goes with the instructions.

1. “The player who is the most experienced traveler goes first.”
2. “Each player rolls the die by pressing the POP-O-MATIC once, then letting go. The player who pops the highest number goes first.”
3. “Whoever got up the earliest this morning goes first.”
4. “The player whose birthday is closest to Harry Potter’s birthday (July 31) deals.”
5. “The player who was most recently sick goes first.”
6. “Decide who goes first by rolling the dice and arguing about the results and meaning of this sentence and whether the fact that a word seems to be missing any effect.”
7. “The tallest player starts the game.”
8. “Each player has a character card which lists abilities as well as a birthday, and the player whose character’s birthday is closest to the current date goes first.”
9. “Each player rolls the 6 black dice. The player who got the most attack goes first.”
10. “The player who looks most like a pirate goes first.”
11. “The player whose ears are the most pointed goes first.”
12. “The player who built the tower goes first.”
13. “Miss Scarlet always goes first.”
14. “To determine who goes first, put all the tiles into the bag and mix them up. Each player chooses one tile, and the person with the letter closest to A or a blank tile goes first. Play continues in a clockwise direction.”
15. “The player at the back of the pack goes first, with turns progressing clockwise around the table.”
Below you'll find a map. Marked with colored squares are the approximate locations of sources of various pandemics and epidemics throughout history, accompanied by the dates corresponding to the height of the corresponding pan/epidemic. Identify the common name of each pan/epidemic, where applicable. If the outbreak does not have a common name, identify the disease instead. When in doubt include more info.
Oh no! The dastardly Lord Licorice stole our candy and removed the names from the packaging. Now we have no idea which candy is inside each wrapper. **Help us by identifying the specific brand corresponding to each wrapper.**
NESTLE VIDEO GAME INSTANT GIVEAWAY

10,000 Instant Winners of Nintendo Entertainment System Games.
No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited. See official rules at participating stores or go to NestleChocolate.com/ToldYouPack. Form the game wrapper and write your name on a self-addressed, stamped envelope to: Nestle Video Game Instant Giveaway, Official Rules/Game Wrapper, P.O. Box 1550, Ridgefield, CT 06877. No more than one request per envelope. Per day. Wraps must be received by 7/1/91. Washington and D.C. residents may mail return postcard.
The Hunt for Red October © 1990 Paramount Pictures. All rights reserved.
Nintendo Entertainment System is a registered trademark of Nintendo of America, Inc.

INGREDIENTS: MILK CHOCOLATE (SUGAR, MILK, COCOA BUTTER, CHOCOLATE, LECITHIN—AN EMULSIFIER, VANILLA—AN ARTIFICIAL FLAVORING), CRISPED RICE (RICE, SUGAR, SALT, MALT).
For your next task, you must solve the following murder mysteries. We've done most of the work for you. For each row, fill in the missing categories (victim, location, method, murderer). Be as specific as possible.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Victim</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Killer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Arab</td>
<td>39)</td>
<td>Revolver</td>
<td>Monsieur Meursault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glaucce</td>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>Poison Laced Dress</td>
<td>40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41)</td>
<td>New Jersey</td>
<td>Duel</td>
<td>Aaron Burr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertha Jorkins</td>
<td>42)</td>
<td>Avada Kedavra</td>
<td>Voldemort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>43)</td>
<td>Witch's Castle (Oz)</td>
<td>44)</td>
<td>Dorothy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aslan</td>
<td>Stone Table</td>
<td>45)</td>
<td>Jadis (the White Witch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Witch</td>
<td>Gingerbread House</td>
<td>Oven</td>
<td>46)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>47)</td>
<td>Dining Room</td>
<td>Sword</td>
<td>Inigo Montoya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curley's Wife</td>
<td>The Barn</td>
<td>Broken Neck</td>
<td>48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>49)</td>
<td>Baltimore and Potomac Railroad Station</td>
<td>Revolver</td>
<td>Charles J. Guiteau</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duncan</td>
<td>50)</td>
<td>Dagger</td>
<td>51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>52)</td>
<td>Minas Tirith</td>
<td>Lit on Fire and Cast off Cliff</td>
<td>53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54)</td>
<td>55)</td>
<td>Knife</td>
<td>Brutus (and Friends)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giant</td>
<td>Beanstalk</td>
<td>Fell</td>
<td>56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Piggy</td>
<td>Castle Rock</td>
<td>57)</td>
<td>Roger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>58)</td>
<td>The Forest</td>
<td>Rifle</td>
<td>Clayton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>59)</td>
<td>Ocean</td>
<td>Broken Bowsprit</td>
<td>Prince Eric</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sometimes you mess up. Sometimes you send an opponent’s pawn back to START without meaning to. In any case, it’s best to apologize. **Given a publicly-delivered apology, identify who was “Sorry!”**
60) I'm sorry, as everyone who knows me is aware, for losing my temper with my child. I have been driven to the edge by parental alienation for many years now. You have to go through this to understand. (Although I hope you never do.) I am sorry for what happened. But I am equally sorry that a court order was violated, which had deliberately been put under seal in this case.

61) Everybody wanna boo me but I'm a fan of real pop culture!!! No disrespect but me watchin' the show at the crib right now cause well you know!!! I'm still happy for Taylor!!! Boo! Awww!!! You are very very talented!!! I gave my awards to OutKast when they deserved it over me, that's what it is!!!!!!! I'm not crazy y'all, I'm just real. Sorry for that!!!

62) I told a bad joke. I told a joke that was beyond flamed, and my intent is completely meaningless compared to the perception. And since it was a joke I told, I feel that I need to do the right thing here and apologize for having told that joke. It's not your fault that it was misunderstood, it's my fault. That it was misunderstood.

63) There's a great deal of disturbance in this country, and how blacks feel about what happened in Katrina and, you know, many of the comics, many of the performers are in Las Vegas and New Orleans trying to raise money for what happened there, and for this to happen, for me to be in a comedy club and flip out and say this crap, you know, I'm deeply, deeply sorry.
I thought I could get away with whatever I wanted to. I felt that I had worked hard my entire life and deserved to enjoy all the temptations around me. I felt I was entitled. Thanks to money and fame, I didn’t have far — didn’t have to go far to find them. I was wrong. I was foolish. I don’t get to play by different rules. The same boundaries that apply to everyone apply to me. I brought this shame on myself. I hurt my wife, my kids, my mother, my wife’s family, my friends, my foundation, and kids all around the world who admired me.

When I first posted on Facebook I reacted to an article and I quickly judged the two young ladies in a way that I would never have wanted to be judged myself as a teenager. After many hours of prayer, talking to my parents, and re-reading my words online I can see more clearly just how hurtful my words were. Please know, those judgmental feelings truly have no place in my heart.

Remember in Anchor Man when Ron Burgundy cursed on air and the entire city turned on him? But this wasn’t a joke. This was & is my real life…
I’m ready to get out of my own way.
The ego is overdone… it’s like hoodies… Who’s seen the play Wicked? I’ve seen it 4 times! Other than loving the music acting and costumes… it’s my story!!!

Once I realized that I had posted it to Twitter I panicked, I took it down and I said that I had been hacked. I then continued with that story, to stick to that story, which was a hugely regrettable mistake. This woman was unwittingly dragged into this and bears absolutely no responsibility. I am so sorry to have disrupted her life in this way. To be clear, the picture was of me and I sent it.
This page intentionally left blank. Well, not intentionally. We were having formatting issues... Basically, there are no questions here. Keep scrolling...
68) THESE DAYS I HAVEN'T BEEN SLEEPING, STAYING UP, PLAYING BACK MYSELF LEAVIN'. WHEN YOUR BIRTHDAY PASSED AND I DIDN'T CALL. AND I THINK ABOUT SUMMER, ALL THE BEAUTIFUL TIMES, I WATCHED YOU LAUGHING FROM THE PASSENGER SIDE. REALIZED I LOVED YOU IN THE FALL. AND THEN THE COLD CAME, THE DARK DAYS WHEN FEAR CREEPT INTO MY MIND. YOU GAVE ME ALL YOUR LOVE AND ALL I GAVE YOU WAS "GOODBYE".

69) MY FAMILY AND I ARE DEEPLY SORRY FOR ALL THAT VICE PRESIDENT CHENEY HAS HAD TO GO THROUGH THIS PAST WEEK. WE SEND OUR LOVE AND RESPECT TO THEM AS THEY DEAL WITH SITUATIONS THAT ARE MUCH MORE SERIOUS THAN WHAT WE'VE HAD THIS WEEK. AND WE HOPE THAT HE WILL CONTINUE TO COME TO TEXAS AND SEEK THE RELAXATION THAT HE DESERVES.

70) ALL THE FAULT AND ALL THE BLAME HERE FALLS ON ME. BUT BEHIND THAT PICTURE AND BEHIND THAT STORY IS MOMENTUM. WHETHER IT'S FANS OR WHETHER IT'S THE MEDIA, IT JUST GETS GOING. AND I LOST MYSELF IN ALL OF THAT. I'M SURE THERE WOULD BE OTHER PEOPLE THAT COULDN'T HANDLE IT, BUT I CERTAINLY COULDN'T HANDLE IT, AND I WAS USED TO CONTROLLING EVERYTHING IN MY LIFE. I CONTROLLED EVERY OUTCOME IN MY LIFE.

71) THANKS TO FRIENDS AND FAMILY I LEARNED FROM MY MISTAKES AND GREW UP AND APOLOGIZED FOR THOSE WRONGS. NOW THAT THESE MISTAKES FROM THE PAST HAVE BECOME PUBLIC I NEED TO APOLOGIZE AGAIN TO ALL THOSE I HAVE OFFENDED. I'M VERY SORRY.
I TAKE MY FRIENDSHIPS WITH PEOPLE OF ALL CULTURES VERY SERIOUSLY AND I APOLOGIZE FOR OFFENDING OR HURTING ANYONE WITH MY CHILDISH AND INEXCUSABLE MISTAKE. I WAS A KID THEN AND I AM A MAN NOW WHO KNOWS MY RESPONSIBILITY TO THE WORLD AND TO NOT MAKE THAT MISTAKE AGAIN.
After leaving the governor's office I told my wife about this event, which occurred over a decade ago. I understand and deserve the feelings of anger and disappointment among my friends and family. There are no excuses and I take full responsibility for the hurt I have caused. I have apologized to Maria, my children and my family. I am truly sorry.

Let me say this: The main reason I'm here today, it's important that I tell you and everyone out there how I live my life. I believe that every one of God's creatures was created equal, no matter what church you go to pray. I believe that everyone should be treated equal, and that's the way I was raised. I am here today because I want people to know who I am, and people that have worked beside me, have walked beside, know what kind of person I am.

I'm deeply sorry for the hurt and embarrassment I've caused to those close to me and everyone this has affected. This momentary indiscretion has jeopardized the most important thing in my life, the person I love and respect the most, Rob. I love him, I love him, I'm so sorry.

This evening I let my emotions get the best of me when listening to the President's remarks regarding the coverage of illegal immigrants in the health care bill. While I disagree with the President's statement, my comments were inappropriate and regrettable. I extend sincere apologies to the President for this lack of civility.
We landed on Luxury Tax but didn’t have enough money to pay, so we sold off the names of all the properties in the game. Oops. **Question 76 has 28 parts. You can get a maximum of 15 points for this question. For each letter, give the corresponding property name (US version). Each part is worth 1 point for a maximum of 15 points.**
All right, troops, we need to plan our battle strategy! First we’ll send an army to… uh… well, we’ve forgotten the names of the territories we need to invade. Soldier, can you give us a hand? **For Questions 77 - 87, give the name of the marked territory from the board game Risk.**
We dropped our Othello set on the way to board game night, and all the characters went everywhere! Help us sort them back out! For each of the following summaries, give the title of the play, and the name of each lettered character.

88) A is in love with B. A sends C, disguised as D, to woo B on A’s behalf, but B falls in love with C (or rather, D) instead! Meanwhile, drunken and debaucherous trio E, F, and G, along with B’s lady-in-waiting H, make life difficult for I—who is also in love with B—with a forged letter. Eventually J arrives, and all mistaken identities are revealed. At the play’s end, A weds C, B weds J, and H weds E.

89) A is hosting his friend B, but can’t convince him to stay in Sicily. C manages to convince B, making A irrationally jealous, and A accuses C of infidelity. B escapes before A can poison him. C dies in prison of grief, but not before giving birth to D, whom A orders be abandoned in the wilderness. E abandons D on the seacoast of Bohemia. D is rescued, but E is not so fortunate: we last see E exit pursued by an F. *16 YEARS LATER* In Bohemia, G is in love with D, who has been raised among shepherds. G visits D, disguised as “H”, because G knows his father B wouldn’t approve of his relationship with a shepherd girl. The young lovers flee to Sicily, but B turns up there too. A, by now remorseful for the events 16 years ago, is happy to see his old friend and the daughter he thought was dead. Only C is missing! I offers to show A a statue I had made of C. When A looks at the statue, it really is C, miraculously alive.
90)  
A brings B before C because B won’t marry D. B runs away with E. D follows, pursued by F, who’s in love with D. Due to the feud between G and H, H sends I to wreak magical havoc on G. I takes pity on F, but messes up his magical efforts to help. Now D and E both love F, but B still loves E. Meanwhile G has fallen in love with J, who doesn’t seem to mind too much. Fortunately, I fixes it all in time: B marries E, F marries D and they all enjoy a play with C, performed by J and his friends.

91)  
At the play’s outset, A is mooning over his lover B and goes to a party in disguise, hoping to meet her there. Instead, A and C meet and fall in love. Later, they meet in secret and are wed by D. In a quarrel, C’s cousin E kills A’s friend F; in revenge, A kills E and is banished. D helps C fake her own death. In C’s “tomb,” A kills G—who C’s parents intended him to marry C—then commits suicide, thinking his love dead. C wakes up to find A’s corpse, and kills himself as well.

92)  
A and B return from war to visit with C. A and D fall in love, but are both too proud to say so. E and F conspire and eventually trick them both into admitting their love for each other. Meanwhile, B has fallen madly in love with E, but G plots to break the two apart, with the help of soldiers H and I. B is fooled by G and denounces E for at the altar for her (supposed) infidelity. E collapses from shock—and plays dead until the truth is revealed. Eventually, J arrests H and I, G’s treachery comes to light, and everyone who should—that is, A and D, and B and E—gets married.
A learns that B and C have won a battle. Three Ds predict that B’s about to get a promotion and will eventually take A’s job, and C’s descendants will later have A’s job. A gives B that promotion, and names E as his successor. A plans to crash at B’s house. B tells F about the promotion and the prediction that he’ll take over A’s job as well. F challenges B’s masculinity and encourages him to kill A to take his job. B kills A. F covers up the evidence. A’s buddy G finds A’s body, and E leaves the country. B likes A’s job and doesn’t want C’s kids to ever get it, so he kills C and tries to kill C’s son H but fails. C’s ghost crashes B’s party and B freaks out. B visits the Ds and they give him more predictions and tell him to watch out for G. G leaves the country to find E, and B orders G’s family killed. F goes crazy from the guilt of being an accomplice. G hears that B had his family killed and returns home to gather a posse and get revenge. F kills herself. Through military camouflage and exploitation of a loophole in the Ds’ predictions, G kills B. E gets A’s job.

A exiles his brother B to the woods but lets B’s daughter C stick around because she’s friends with his daughter D. C falls in love with hot wrestler E, who runs away to the woods because his older brother F hates him. A banishes C and she leaves in disguise as a boy, naming herself G, and D runs away with her accompanied by their loyal servant H. E finds B in the woods, starts living with him, and starts posting love poems to C on the trees. “G” teaches E how to woo women so he’ll have a better chance with C if they do meet again. In the meantime, I falls in love with G (despite G’s disinterest) and ignores J, who’s in love with her.

E, G, I, and J all get into an argument about who can marry whom; G offers to solve the problem by having E promise to marry C and I promise to marry J if she can’t marry G. In the meantime, E rescues F from a lion and F apologizes to E for being a jerk. F then falls in love with D, not knowing she’s A’s daughter. At the mass wedding, G reveals her identity as C, so therefore I can’t marry her. I marries J, F marries D, C marries E. H also gets married, to the comic relief, who is decidedly not a slut. A decides to give up his job and un-exile B.